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Imperative sentence worksheets for grade 5

Specify the type of sentence: What time did the sun rise from yesterday? (A) Imperative sentence (B) Interrogating sentence (C) Declarative sentence (D) Exclamation point Let's start tomorrow. (A) Exclamation point (B) Declarative sentence (C) Questioning sentence (D) Absolute sentence How long have you waited
here? (A) Shouting sentence (B) Imperative sentence (C) Interrogating sentence (D) Declarative sentence What will boys do when they return to school? (A) Absolute sentence (B) Declarative sentence (C) Questioning sentence (D) Exclamation point Why should I be asked to marry? (A) Absolute sentence (B)
Interrogating sentence (C) Declarative sentence (D) The exclamation point My mother and my brother came out together. (A) Declarative sentence (B) Imperative sentence (C) Interrogating sentence (D) A sentence that would make you have many more birthdays! (A) Exclamation point (B) Questioning sentence (C)
Declarative sentence (D) Imperative sentence (A) Declarative sentence (B) Imperative sentence (D) Exclamation point Please sit down, right? (A) Interrogating sentence (B) Declarative sentence (C) Exclamation point (D) Absolute sentence May he have a long and happy life! (A) Absolute sentence (B) Interrogating
sentence (C) Declarative sentence (D) Exclamation point Answer key: Exp: This sentence requires information. Exp: This sentence is a suggestion. All suggestions are imperative. Exp: This sentence asks for information. Exp: This sentence asks for information. Exp: This sentence asks for information. Exp: This sentence
contains information. Exp: This sentence is a wish/blessing. All such sentences are imperative sentences. Exp: This sentence expresses sudden emotions. Exp: He tells someone (you) to do something. Exp: This sentence is a wish/blessing. All such sentences are imperative sentences. Prev &lt; 1 2 3 ... 7 &gt; Next
About this worksheet: This type of sentence sheet instructs the student to create imperative sentences. Imperaliata sentences give commands or requests. Often, students need to learn to recognize the differences between imperative and declarative sentences, because both end in a period. Imperative sentences give
declarative sentences. This imperative sentence sheet gives you good practice when writing imperative sentences. This sheet is suitable for 4 classes, 5 classes, 6 classes, 7 classes and 8 classes. English grammar book PDF ► Second person: bare infinitive We can express commands in English by an imperative
sentence made of bare infinitive without. Examples: Be careful. Open the books. Come here. In the case of the negative form we use, no or no. Don't be late. Don't sit down. I don't think it's a good place to be. We can mention the person in the command, usually at the end of the sentence. They have something to eat,
Greg. If we talk to more people, we use the pronoun to distinguish between them. You take these bags and park your car. You're waiting here and I'll call the police. ► Emphatic imperative: whether in writing is not usually use exclamation point. If you put it at the end of an imperative sentence, it becomes more urgent.
Examples: Wait! Don't do it! We can emphasize our request to do so. This is common in polite requests. Sit down. Be sensible. On the other hand, whether before the imperative can express irritation of the speaker. Be quiet. They don't come on time. Before the command, you also show the speaker's anger and even
rudeness. You get out of here. Don't follow me. In a different context, however, it can show your positive emotions. Don't be so sad. ► First person: let me let us in the first person we do it with let + me or let + us. Examples: Let me do it for you. Let me look. - Let's go. Let's do some exercises. For the negative, we put
not before imperative. Let's not worry. In spoken English, you can use not at the beginning of imperative sentences. Let's not worry. ► Third person: let's do it with let +he/her/it/them and infinitive without. Examples: Let him go. Let him explain it. Let it be. Let them try. Let customers pay immediately. This form is not very
common in modern English. More usually the same thing is said in a different way. He has to leave. It should explain this. Leave it alone. They can try it. Customers must pay immediately. The negative form in the third person is archaic. Instead, we use more common forms. They can't stay here. Mary is not supposed to
travel alone. ► Polite requests: we will, we will be able to make a polite request in English, if we put it or will be at the end of the imperical sentence. This is used in positive sentences. Examples: Let's start, right? Be careful, right? If you want to be even more polite, you can use questions instead of commands. Will you
give me salt, please? Can you help me? Could you do it for me? Would you like to open the window? ► Commands in the reported speech All forms listed above are used in direct speech. In indirect speech are reported in a completely different way. See more on the speech. Write an imperative sentence to go with each
image. Rewrite each sentence of the hearing so that it is a bold and mature sentence. Rewrite the following sentences as imperfect sentences that you understand as a subject. Emphasize the verbs in your sentence that go with you understood. Study each photo. Then add a verb to complete each sentence, based on
the image that matches it. Label each photo. Write a sentence to respond to each prompt. Follow the example. 1. You want a cookie. Give me a cookie! Imperative verbs are sometimes known as bossy verbs because they tell the subject of a sentence (you) what to do. Select the correct verb to go with each step in the
recipe. Write it on the line. Read each sentence. Declare the intentions of the judgment? Write your answer on the line. Great mix of work and focus points to review this theme. Read each sentence. Classify the purpose of the sentence and where they are going with it. A sentence must have both a subject and a verb.
But in bold, the subject is you, and sometimes the topic is invisible. Write six sentences that you hear every day. Complete each sentence below by adding a crazy verb at the beginning. Imagine being assigned to escort a guest from another planet. One of your tasks is to teach the guest about life on earth. Choose the
simple task you want to teach your foreign guest. It can be opening the door, tying shoes or eating a cookie. Think of a few connecting words that you can use as your step-by-step guidance. Explore the verbs of imperatives by playing this game with your classmates! First, write a verb on each tab. Cut out the cards. Now
mingle with your classmates! With all the cards face down, ask a classmate to draw a card. Finish this sheet. The practice of issuing commands from this exercise, which explores imperative sentences. The children themselves will come out with examples, and then respond to the photo prompt. �Aded to the
collection�Assign digitallyCommon Core State StandardsTexas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)Virginia Standards of Learning (SOL)BC Performance StandardsAlbert's Program of StudiesThe Australian Curriculum (ACARA)The Victorian Curriculum (F-10)No standards associated with this content. Sentences of
imperatives are sentences that we use in our daily lives to make an application, make a wish, express a desire or give a command or even a warning. Almost every day we meet with imperative sentences in our conversations; whether we notice or not. In addition, a road sign that instructs us to drive carefully or keep to
the left; is an imperative. Often the subject of an imperative sentence is- (you); but it is not listed. Before moving on, by a few examples of imperative sentences of imperative we meet in our daily lives. 1) Stop the bus. (Command) 2) Leave the class. (Command) 3) Open the door. (Request) 4) No right turn. (Road
sign/Warning) 5) Do not attempt to cross the line. (Warning) 6) Always remember the person who was nice to you. (suggestion) 7) Wash your hands before eating. (Command) 8) Turn off the lights. (Command) 9) Please grill the sandwich. (Conclusion) Imperising sentences usually end with a period (.); although
sometimes they may end with an exclamation point (!). Typically, imperative sentences used to provide forcible warnings, or commands, or even a request, can end with an exclamation point, as shown below. Please leave the door open! Watch out for your step! Wash your hands! Steep turn, go slowly! Keep quiet! The



imperative of verbs /Bossy Verbs Any imperative sentence contains the imperative of the verb that is used to issue a command, or order; there is no room for discussion. Imperative verbs are different from indicative verbs that show what happened. Please go through the following sentences- Please close the door. (Verb
imperative- Close) Do not turn it off. (Imperative Verb- switch) She did not finish her job. (Verb imperative- complete) Let the dog out. (Verb imperative- Let) Step aside! (Imperative- Movement) Stay up to date! (Verb imperative- Stay) Do not let in lights. (Imperative verb-let) In some of the examples above, the verb
imperative is paired with- Please, no, do not pass a command or message. It is clear that the above sentences dictate or dictate, leaving no room for discussion or debate. Below is a list of some commonly used Imperative Verbs/Bossy Verbs that will help you understand the concept as well as frame new imperative
sentences on your own. List/Words The easiest way to identify an imperative verb is to imagine giving commands to an imaginary person; commands such as- or dishes, clean the floor, wash dishes, etc., to, clean and wash all verbs are imperative. Below are some examples of Bossy's imperatives/verbs; which can be
used to issue a command- Close, walk, walk, listen, eat, clean, speak, bring, bake, hold, set, correct, behave, download, buy, explain, drink, do, clear, throw, jump, stand, drive, study, fill, pour, add, remove, chop, piece, fold, open, draw, bring, scream, whisper, beg, heat, stick, cook, order, cancel, write, read, watch, etc.
There may be countless imperative orders that can be used to issue a command or order. Think of a few verb bosses and go through some of the sentence imperatives given below; that were obtained from the above Imperative/Bossy Verbs examples- Close the door, please! Eat a full lunch. Clean your desk. Cut Throw
the ball. Preheat the oven. Cancel your order. Drive carefully! Stand in line. Write a letter to the guardian. Try to create more imperative sentences own with the help of Imperative/Bossy Verbs examples given above. Imperative sentence types of imperative sentences can be classified into types, depending on the
purpose for which they serve; instruct, give instructions, make requests, requests, share invitations and make wishes. Below we will go through these types of imperative sentences with appropriate examples- 1) Insuperitive sentences Such types of sentences imperatives relay instructions and are widely used in our daily
lives. For example- Preheat the oven. Fold the blanket. Let the water boil for fifteen minutes. Steep turn forward, drive slowly! Drink it cool with honey. Create more imperative sentences on their own that provide instructions. 2) The imperative of an application sentence or wish below are given some examples of
imperative sentences making a wish or request- Have fun at a party! Drink plenty of water. God bless you! Have a safe journey. Pass the book, please! 3) Imperative sentences Sharing imperative sentences can also be used to share an invitation, as shown below- Come to a party tonight. Join us for dinner today. Let's
get to the video. Let's go to college together. Come to my house today. 4) Imperative of sentences giving command / conclusion The following are examples of imperative sentences giving the command- Turn off the lights. Do not narrow the children. Go get it. Please do not irritate the dog. Stop making noise! 5) Direct -
indirect sentences imperative Sentence imperative has no subject. The subject (you) is hidden and is understood only. To change imperative sentences to intermediate imperative sentences, we use specific verbs, such as required, recommended, suggested, ordered, instructed, permitted, prohibited, warned, asked, etc.
We will understand the conversion of direct imperatives to indirect imperatives, as shown in the following examples- Direct: The old lady said: Please help me. Indirect: The old lady asked me for help. Direct: The teacher told the children: Open your books. Intermediate: The teacher instructed the children to open their
books. Direct: The policeman shouted to him: Stop your car! Indirectly: A police officer told him to stop his car. Direct: She told him to close the door immediately. Indirectly: She told him to close the door immediately. Direct: The driver said to the passengers: Don't shout. Indirect: The driver forbade passengers from
screaming. Direct: The teacher told him: Don't wander unnecessarily. Indirectly: The teacher warned him not to wander unnecessarily. These direct imperative sentences have been converted into intermediate sentences using verbs – requested, instructed, ordered, forbidden, and warned. Try creating new direct
sentences and converting them to intermediate sentences using Verbs. Forming rules Sentences The following basic principles will help you better understand the concept of imperative sentences- Rule 1- No absolute sentences of the subject has the right theme and begins with imperative. The subject (you) is only
understood and not mentioned. Go through the following relevant sentences with topics- Ronny, take care of the dogs. Gita, do your homework. Children, walk carefully. Teachers, teach well. Students, follow the rules. All of the above sentences have the relevant topics- Ronny, Gita, Children, Teachers and Students.
Now try removing topics from sentences; as given below- Take care of dogs. Do your homework. Walk carefully. Teach well. Follow the rules. It is worth noting that the above sentences still make sense, even after removing the topics; because, imperative verbs or Bossy Verbs-take, to, walk, teach, follow- yet let
sentences be seen as commands. Rule 2 - Decide the tone of whether an imperative sentence is a request or a command can depend on the tone of the voice. For example, neutral tone A fairly neutral tone Expressing strong emotions The imperative of a sentence with a neutral tone of voice is a gentle request and
definitely constitutes a request when delivered in a fairly neutral tone; command when delivered with a strong voice. Go through the following sentence- Pass salt. (This is a soft request in a neutral tone) Pass the salt. (This is a strong request in a fairly neutral tone) Pass the salt! (Command expressed in raised voice)
Rule 3 - Select punctuation wisely imperative sentences that usually end with a period (.), while those making a strong emotional request or command can end with an exclamation point (!). Close the door. Turn off the lights. Eat your food. The above sentences end with a period when spoken in a gentle tone, but when
made with a louder voice represent strong commands ending with an exclamation point- Close the door! Turn off the lights! Eat you food! Rule 4 - Imperative sentences are not exclamation points Even if absolute sentences end with an exclamation point (!), they are not shouting sentences; because exclamation marks
cannot give commands. Rule 5 - Imperative sentences are not declarative sentences Even ending with a period (.); Imperative sentences are not declarative because declarative sentences cannot express wishes or commands. Examples Thirty (30) Day to Day / Daily Imperative Sentences Examples / List: Come with
me. Talk to him. Do not leave the children alone. Water the plants regularly. Wash the dishes carefully. Turn left. Stop talking! Part with her. Please do not heat it! Put it neatly on the table. Cut the dough into two parts. Give the children a good feast. Get up and get ready. Don't be late for school. Please don't bother your
mother. homework. Turn off the lights before departure. Keep the pins quiet! Never give in to your dreams. Talk to me tomorrow. Join us for a party tonight. Please conveniently ask for everything. Never lose faith in yourself. Make no noise! Leave the baby alone! Don't go through my fence. Go to the grocery store!
Please meet in a timely way. Turn off your laptop. The air conditioner must be switched on. Try creating more imperative sentences yourself and practice them, identifying the purpose they serve, i.e. a command or request, and deciding whether they should end with a period (.) or an exclamation point (!)
Exercises/worksheets/actions with True or False/McQs Answers Exercises/Sheets/Actions regarding imperative sentences with answers: Read the following statements about absolute sentences and scan whether they are a) True or b) False from the given choices; also refer to the answer to the end of the exercise - 1)
The imperative sentence always has a theme. (2) An imperative sentence may not be used to execute a command. 3) An imperative sentence may also end with an exclamation point (!). 4) Imperative sentences usually end with a period (.). 5) Imperative sentences do not have verbs. 6) Verbs in imperative sentences are
also known as Bossy Verbs. 7) Imperative sentences giving a command must always end with an exclamation point (!). 8) Sentences of imperatives to submit an application must have please. 9) The officer yelled at them, Form a straight line. The officer ordered them to create a straight line. The second statement is the
correct intermediate version of the first. (10) Imperative sentences ending in an exclamation point (!) cannot be shouts; because exclamation point sentences do not issue commands. (11) Absolute sentences ending in a period must not be declarative sentences; because declarative sentences do not command or make
wishes. Answer- 1)b, 2)b, 3)a, 4)a, 5)b, 6)a, 7)b, 8)b, 9)a, 10)a, 11)a True/false exercises with answers state whether the following statements are necessary or not- 1) Ronny closes the door. 2) Listen carefully. 3) Turn off the lights. 4) Do not feed the dog. 5) Please be nice to the guests! 6) Sally took my book home. 7)
The teacher listens carefully to the students. 8) Drivers should drive carefully. 9) Drive carefully and safely. 10) Drink all the milk. 11) Stop the car! 12) Officer, stop the car please. 13) Get out of my way! 14) Securely close the door! 15) Do not spoil your mood. 16) Ronny, please don't call me late. 17) Put the pen away.
18) Get the job done quickly. 19) Don't go too fast. 20) Join us for a party tonight! Answer- 1) No imperative, because ronny's subject is present. 2) Imperative 3) No imperative; subject- You 4) Imperative 5) Imperative 6) No imperative; Subject- Sally 7) No Subject- Teacher 8) No imperatives; subject-'Drivers' 9)
Imperative 10) Imperative 11) Imperative 12) No imperative; subject- Officer 13) Imperative 14) Imperative 15) Imperative 16) no imperatives; subject-'Ronny' 17) Imperative 18) Imperative 20) Imperative Fill in the Blanks/MCQ Exercises with Answers Complete the given imperative sentences by filling in appropriate
words from the choices provided. Check your answer with those given at the end of the exercise- 1) ____________ children are having fun. a) Please b) Let c) Ronny please let 2) _______ your work. 3) ____________ turn off the lights. a) Switches b) Switch c) Switch 4) _________ and for exams. a) Study (b) Study (c)
Studied 5) __________ full jar. a) Fills (b) Filled c) Fill 6) _________ bake before baking. a) Preheating (c) Preheated 7) __________ more sugar for coffee. 8) __________ him the ball. a) Threw b) Throws c) Throw 9) ___________ salt please! a) Pass b) Passed c) Passes 10) ___________ phone. a) Pick up b) Picked
up c) Receives 11) _____________ you room! a) Cleans b) Clean c) Cleaned 12) ______________ your elders always. a) Estimate (b) Estimates (c) Respected 13) ____________ leave the room sloppy. a) No b) Please c) Ronny 14) __________ carefully in class. a) Listened b) Listening c) Listen 15) Please
__________ call him after business hours. a) can not b) not c) ever 16) __________ get children out of school. a) Go b) Went c) Going to 17) ____________ to the rules. a) Follow b) Flout c) Stick 18) __________ shoes outside. a) Removed b) Delete c) Deletes 19) __________ strict discipline in the student's life. a)
Maintenance b) Keeps c) Maintained 20) Please ___________ bag for me! (a) holdings (b) holding Answers- 1)b, 2)a, 3)c, 4)a, 5)c, 6)b, 7)a, 8)c, 9)a, 10)a, 11)b, 12)a, 13)a, 14)c, 15)b, 16)a, 17)c, 18)b, 19)a, 20)c Sheet with examples: Convert the following direct imperative sentences into imperative intermediate
sentences using the appropriate verb; and check your progress with the answers given at the end of the exercise- 1) The teacher shouted to them: Keep quiet! 2) The shopkeeper said to him: Don't lose your bags. 3) My father said to me, Open the door. 4) The boy asked me, Please give me some food. 5) He said to me,
Never lose sight of your son. 6) The director said to him: Behave properly. 7) The doctor told him: Start physiotherapy immediately. 8) They told me, Clean up your desk. 9) The teacher told the children Do not speak. 10) The old man said to them, Please help me. 11) The shopkeeper said to him: Please buy in my shop.
12) The captain said to them: Rev up the engine. 13) The officer said to everyone: Please keep calm. 14) The driver said to me: Please close the window. 15) Teacher students: students: Study. 16) My mother told me, Give it your all in exams. 17) The watchman said to tourists: Watch out in the late hours. 18) The child
was screaming, Open the door. 19) I told him, Please turn on the fan. 20) The owner of the house said to him: Pay your dues on time. Answer- 1) The teacher instructed them to remain silent. (Verb-instructed) 2) The shopkeeper advised him not to lose his bag. (Verb-advised) 3) My father instructed me to open the door.
(Verb-instructed) 4) The boy asked me to give him some food. (Verb-requested) 5) He suggested to me that I never lose sight of my son. (Suggested verb) 6) The principal commanded them to act properly. (Verb-ordered) 7) The doctor advised him to start physiotherapy immediately. (Verb-advised) 8) They told me to
clean up my desk. (Verb ordered) 9) The teacher forbade children to speak. (Verb forbade) 10) The old man asked them to help him. (Verb-requested) 11) The shopkeeper asked him to buy in his shop. (Verb request) 12) The captain ordered them to rev up the engine. (Verb-ordered) 13) The officer asked everyone to
remain calm. (Verb-requested) 14) The driver asked me to close the window. (verb on request) 15) The teacher advised students to start learning in exams. (Verb-advised) 16) My mother advised me to give my best in exams. (Verb-advised) 17) The watchdog advised tourists to be careful in the late hours. (Verb-
advised) 18) The child asked to open the door. (Verb-asked) 19) I asked him to turn on the fan. (Verb-requested) 20) The homeowner instructed him to pay contributions on time. (Indivized verb) Related links: Sentence sentence sentence sentence declarative sentence sentence exclamation sentence sentence
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